brimborions*
* means small objects of little value in old French

Three gliding bubbles resembling
baroque commas stroll about the pavements
before the incredulous eyes of the passers-by.
At some street corners,
they will be surprising the crowd
playing shrill music
and wheedling notes.
Mirlababi surlababo
Mirliton ribon ribette
Surlababi mirlababo
Mirliton ribon ribo (*).
Here they are.
Dancing, playing tricks,
fooling around
and entertaining the onlookers.
Try to understand their foolish pranks…
(*) Victor Hugo

concretely
 three nimble actors driving splendid electrical scooters
 inflatable neo-baroque costumes
 original and disparate live music
 amazing and new songs
 genuine invented language, audible and understandable by everyone and everywhere
 threesome dances, hand games and gesture
 luxurious electronic voice and sound transforming system : amplifiers, microphones, voice coders,
sequencers-expanders, samplers.

conditions
show  2200 € - the company is not liable for V.A.T. tax
transport  round-trip from Toulouse – € 0.65/km
installation  2 hours before the show a large* dressing room very close to the departure point

should be put at our disposal and provided with 10/16A 220V electrical power supply.
* Minimum surface area of the technical/dressing room : 30 m2
performances  "loop parades" starting from and coming back to the dressing room

 Two loop parades of 40 minutes each, between 2 interventions : minimum 1 hour to charge the
batteries and for the comedians to rest
staff  1 or 2 people of the organization’s staff will be needed to accompany us during the entire

duration of the show.
accommodation  3 people

 3 single rooms - a secure garage should be provided for a van and a van trailer.
 2 nights : we will be arriving the night before (depending on the distance from Toulouse and the
time schedule of the first performance). We will be leaving the following morning.
catering  3 people

 dinner the night before, lunch and dinner the day of the performances
royalty payment  Picto Facto filed a patent to the French patent Society (SACD)

in the name of “Brimborions”
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